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Special Libraries 
Oficial Journal of t h ~  Spcial Libraries Asmiatson 
December I 940 
* PARTIAL LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS I N  WHICH SPECIAL LIBRARIES ARE OPERATING * 
ADVERTISING AGENCIES AERONAUTICAL MANUFACTURERS AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES ARCHITECTS' 
OPFlCES ART MUSEUMS AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS BAKING COMPANIES BANKS BOTANIC 
GARDENS BROADCASTIN0 SYSTEMS CAMERA CLUBS CEMENT MANUPACTURERS CHAIN STORES 
CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE CHARITY ORGANIZATIONS CHEMIChL COMPANIES CHURCHES CLUBS 
CONSUMER RESEARCH AGENCIES DAIRY LEAGUES DENTAL SCHOOLS DEPARTMENT STORES 
ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES E L W R I C A L  MANUPACTURERS FOOD DISTRIBUTORS FOREST SERVICES 
FOUNDATTONS PRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS I R U l T  COMPANIES FUND-RAISERS GAS COMPANIES 
GLASS MANUFACTURERS GROCERY CHAINS HEALTH OFFICES HISTORICAL SOCIETIES NOSPITAIS 
HOTELS INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH LABORATORlES INSTRUMENT COMPANIES 
INSURANCE COMPANIES INVESTMENT COUNSELORS INVESTMENT TRUSTS LABOR BUREAUS 
LAUNDRIES LAW FIRMS LUMBER DEALERS MAIL ORDER HOUSES MANAGEMBNT ENGINEERS 
MARKETING CONSULTANTS MEDICAL ASSOCIATIONS MERCHANDISERS MICROFILM MANUFACTURERS 
MININO COMPANIES MILK DISTRIBUTORS MOTION PICTURE COMPANIES MUNITIONS MANUFACTURERS 
MUSEUMS OF SCIENCE MUSIC INSTITUTES NEWSPAPERS OFFICE EQUlYMHNT MANUFACTURERS 
PAINT MANUFACTURERS PAPER MANUFACTURERS PATENT DEPARTMENTS PETROLEUM REFINERIES 
PHARMACEUTICAL MANUPACTURBRS PLAYGROUNDS PRINTERS PRISONS PUBLIC RELATIONS 
COUNSELORS PUBLIC ROADS BUREAUS PUBLISHERS REAL ESTATE BOARDS REFRIGERATOR 
MANUFACTURERS RELIEF ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS SAFETY ASSOCIATIONS 
SECURITY DEALERS SEED GROWERS STORAGE BATTERY COMPANIES SUGAR REPINERIBS SYNTHETICS 
MANUPACTURERS TAX FOUNDATIONS TAWAYERS' ASSOCFATIONS TEA COMPANIES TECHNOLOGICAL 
INSTITUTES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANIES TEXTILE MANUPACTURERS TRADB ASSOCIATIONS 
TRANSIT COMPANIES UNIONS U. S. GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS WAR COLLEGES WAREHOUSES 
WEATEBR BUREAUS WORLD'S PAIRS Y.M.C.A. ZINC COMPANIES 
Indexed in I~dastrial Arts Index and Public Affairs Infomation Service 
Longmans Books on Art - 
Art Directors Aonnais of Advertising Art. Including all pictures, photo- 
graphs and designs of the best commercial art  as ~ h o w n  in the Art Directors Annual 
Exhibitions in New York, Chicago and Philadelphia. 
The 17th, 18th and 19th (4n preparation) A n n 4  
of Adwe.rtZaiag A r t .  . . Each $5.00 
The Ar t  Class in Action, by J. IM. Horne. Covers drawing, printing, handicrafts, 
etc., with enough practical eramples to make i l  useful to teachere in training and in field 
projects and those in schools. Nearly ready. Abow $1.50 
Have We an American Art, by Edward Alden Jcwell. "Here is our art of the 
ps t ,  and all the influences that made it  so, and the probable ar t  of tomorrow." - San 
Francism Argonaut. $2.75 
A P s y c h o l o # l s t  
Looks a t  Art, LY 
Louis Danz. Valuable for 
its light on the creative 
process in general as well 
as in the field of art. $3.00 
Painting in the Far 
East, by Sir Laurence 
Binyon. Founh edition of 
an  a u t h o r i t a t i v e  a n d  
scholarly, but readable, 
account. $14.00 
Free for the Asking: 
Longmans New Cnta- 
log6 of Texla and 
Refereneesin Selenee 
Texts and Reference 
Books in the 
Social Scieneen and 
Humanities 
LONGMANS 
55 Plflb Ave., New York 
OF ART: 
Christian Art, by 
Charles R. Moroy. A 
short, beautifully illus- 
trated survey by the head 
of Princeton's Depart- 
ment of Fine Arts. $1.75 
T h e  F a r m e r ' s  
Year, by Clare Leigh- 
ton. Text and 12 wood- 
cuts, each 12" x 15". 
"The handaomeat hook of 
the season and one of the 
most delightful." - New 
York Times. $4.00 
COLLEGE HISTORIES 
IUatory of Painting, by John C. Van Dyke. $2.25 
aistory of Senlptnre, by Allan Marquand and Arthur L. Frothingham. $2.25 
Wtory of Architeetore, by A h d  D. F. Hamlin. $2.50 
s A N c e  m ITALY, FRANCE AND ENCL~ND. Each volume, $5.20 
FOB TEE DENTAL LIBRARY: 
Dental Snrgery and Pathology, by J. P. Colyer and Evelyn Spraweon. 
New sewnth edition, an extensive revision with much new material, including a new 
&apter on the use of radium in the mouth and complete rewriting. of the chapters on 
radiology, remote effects of oral mpsia, and abnormal dental productions. 512.00 
at your bookstore o r  on appmual to S.L.A. member8 
LONGMANS GREEN & COMPANY 
55 Pifth Avenue New York 
C O N T E N T S  F O R  D E C E M B E R  1 9 4 0  
Educational Needs of Art Librarians . . .  HERMAN H. HENKLE 
A Useful Research Library . . . . .  WALTER S. PAINE 
A Special Library Pioneer . . .  REBECCAB. RANKIN 
Aids to Foreign Public Document Use Since 1937 . . .  JEROME K. WILCOX 
Blueprint for Democracy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The Beginnings and Growth of Dental Libraries . . .  GEORGE B. DENTON 
Mobilizing War Economy Material . . .  ELEANOR S. CAVANAUGH 
Browsing Among the Newer Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Chapter News. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Publications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
News Briefs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Publicity 
Books of 1939: American History and Fine Arts . .  HAROLD F. N u T z ~ o n ~  
Special Libraries Association - 1940-1941 Officers and Committee Chairmen . . 
Indexed in Industrial Arts Index and Public Affairs Infornabion Servica 
T H E  S T A F F  
K A T E ~ B N  BROW STBBBINS 
Adoerriring Manager 
The articles which appear in SPXIAL LIBRARIES express the views of the authors, and do 
not necessarily represent the opinion or the policy of the editorial staff and publisher 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES vublished monthly September to  A ~ r i l .  with bi-monthly isauc. May to Auguat, by The Spmial 
Libraries Amxiation. Publication Office. 10 F e r w  Street. Concord. N. H. Editorial and Advertising Ofices at 31 Eaef 
Tenth Sfreef. New York, N. V. Addreae all correspondence to 31 East Tenth Street. New York. N. Y. Subscription price: 
f5.w a year; loreinn $5.50; sinnle eovies, SO cmta. Enrnrd as sccord-chs, moll" at the Port Oficc 
of Conrad.  N. H . .  undn ihr o a  of March 3. 1879 
HARPER BOOKS for SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
December, 1940 
POLICE SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES 
By BRUCE SMITH. Public adminietzation libraries and in~titutions interested in crime and 
crime control will want to have this first book in more than a decade analyzing the police 
systems in our countr I t  traces the origin and development of all typea of police agencies. 
exposes their s t rengtrand weaknesses, explains their interrelations and complex role in 
modem society. The author writes out of twenty-four ears of intimate contact with police 
problems. He is a member of the staff of the Institute o f ~ u b l i o  Administration. With tables, 
charts and diagrams. $4.00 
SIX WAYS TO GlET A JOB 
B PAUI. W. BOYNTON, Superviwr of Employment, Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. A book for the 
d a r y  of every organization t o  which you* people come for advice. Set8 forth a six-sided 
approach for getting a job which the author%,, found to be effective over twenty years' er- 
perience in emplo ment work Covers self a praisal, preparation, letter of application, inter- 
mew technics, an8follow-upa: f i r  l i ra  jobgumem as well as workers with long experience. 
81.50 
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL CASE WORK 
By JOSEPHINE STRODE, Department of Rural Sociology, Cornell University. A "must" for 
every social agency library. Presents &st eom lete orientation material in public social case 
work for undergraduate students, for workerageing trained in service, for everyone wishing 
t o  prepare for civil service examinations in this field. Designed to meet new needs created 
by increasing shift from private to public welfare work. 82.50 
INCOME MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN 
By LOUISE HOLLI~TER SCOW. A book for every woman in banking and in business - eaeeu- 
tive or employee - who wants to make the most intelligent use of her income. A book t o  
AMERICAN ADVERTISING AGENCIES 
BY F .  ALLEN BURT. A book for every executive of a small or medium-sized advertisineaeencv 
oi methods of handling typical ageicy problems and develo ing new services for clie&~Coi- 
tains full survey of the functions, personnel, organizationafset-up, duties and requirements 
of each officer and employee and describes services the modern agency is called upon to do in 
radio, sales promotion, outdoor and premium advertising, sales oonteats, ete. 53.00 
HOW TO MAKE TYPE READABLE 
B y  DONALD G .  PATERSON and Mrms A. TINKER. A manual for typographers, printers and 
, L ,  
reading teats given to halfas many students. $2.50 
NEW DIRECTIONS IN A NE\T WORLD 
and  ank kin^, and a conatructi;~ 'policy on the relation of industrr to government in &lation 
to T.N.E.C. inquiry. Latin America trade relations are also considered. $2.00 
A t  ).ow bookstore _ . . o r  direct, on approval, from 
HARPER & BROTHERS - 49 h t  X?rd Stree t  - New York 
Educational Needs of Art Librarians 
By HERMAN H. HENKLE 
Director, School of Library Science, Simmons College, Boston 
T HE existence of many libraries con- a total experience of many years in varied nected with art museums and art art libraries, and for this reason present a 
schools and of public and university broad pattern of educational needs which is 
libraries with departments devoted to the quite valid. Adetailed study of one aspect of 
h e  arts makes knowl- 
edge of the  educa- 
tional needs of ar t  
librarians especially 
important. This paper 
presents a discussion 
of the matter and is 
based on question- 
naires filled out by 
art librarians for the 
SLA Committee on 
R e c r u i t i n g  a n d  
Training. 
Thoroughly objec- 
tive information on 
educational needs of 
any vocational group 
should include a de- 
tailed analysis of the 
jobs performed, in 
this case jobs per- 
formed by the per- 
sonnel of the art li- 
brary. Consideration 
of job requirements is 
brought into this re- 
port  directly only 
through use made in 
the questionnaire of 
a study of Linda H. 
For this study the following librarians 
contributed for the rypes of libraries indi- 
cated. The institutions given are chose wirh 
which the librarians were connected at the 
time the questionnaires were submirted. 
Responsibility for statements made in this 
analysis lie, narurally, enriiely wirh rhe 
writer. 
An Mwrrm Libruriu: Erheldred Abbot, 
The Art Institure, Chicago; Helen J. Baker, 
Metrodi tan  Museum of Arc. New Yark: 
Leonore Greene, Los Angeles Museum, 
Exposition Park, Las Angeles; Cynthia 
Griffin, Cincinnari Art Museum, Cincin- 
nati; E. Louise Lucas, Fogg Art Museum, 
Harvard University; Erhelwyn Manning, 
Rick Art Reference Library, New York; 
Ashroo Sanborn, Museum of Fine Arrs, 
Borron; Nell G. Sill, Cleveland Museum of 
Art, Cleveland. 
Arr D c p ~ ~ ~ f r n m ~  in Pvblic Libmrirr: Gladys 
Caldwell, Los Angeles Public Library; 
ElitabethOhr. Indiana~olisPublic Library. 
Art School Librorjrr: Evelyn Chase, Rhode 
Island School of Design; Elizabeth Fittan, 
Department of Fine Arts, Oberlin College; 
Edith Gustafson, Newark Public School of 
Fine andlndustrial Arts;GladysR. Haskin, 
Cleveland School of Art; Eleanor Mircilrll, 
Fine Arts Deparrment, University of Pitts- 
burgh; Deborah Morris, School of Fine 
Arrs, University of Pennsylvania; Sarah 
St. John, Editor, The In&, H. W. 
Wilson Company, New Yark. 
this problem has been 
made by R.L. Git1er.t 
The essential needs 
of art librarians are 
discussed here under 
three headings: sub- 
ject background,  
knowledge of foreign 
languages, and pro- 
fessional studies. An 
attempt is made to 
bring out under each 
topic any essential 
differences ie  educa- 
tional needs due to 
the type of instim- 
t ion :  museum, a r t  
school or university, 
or public library. 
Intensive study of 
the history of art is a 
primary requirement 
for the fine arts libra- 
rian whether serving 
in a museum, an art 
school, or the fine 
arts department of a 
public library. This 
Motley, Eileen E. Lever and others.* On study should precede professional training. 
the other hand the judgments expressed by A minimum accomplishment should be 
the cooperating librarians are drawn from completion of a college major in the fine 
' Marley.Lindn H.. LFVE~, Eileen E.,and seueralotherr.Prob- t Girler. R. L. Srvdyofrhe Urr of Referenre Mafcridamd rhc 
lems Involved m Conridering Adequatefibrary School Courrcs Reference Punrtlons in Certain fibraries in Pinr ~ r n ,  with Ar- 
for Spmial L~brsrians. S ~ a c i d  Librurim 29: 141-44, May-luue, t~ntion to lmnliration~ for Library Training. Th& ( M s . )  - 
1938. Columbrn Univcrsiry, 1939. Typewritten. 
arts, or its equivalent in other systematic 
study. 
The field is too extensive for specializa- 
tion to proceed very far in undergraduate 
study, but as comprehensive a survey as 
possible is indicated as being desirable. 
This will include exercise in art interpreta- 
tion and a study of the history of the field 
in general. Beyond this i t  is desirable that 
historical studies be pursued further for 
particular fields, especially painting and if 
possible sculpture, architecture and the 
graphic arts. Courses offered in art curri- 
cula vary widely, but the following list of 
topics represents areas in which formal 
college study is possible, and desirable for 
the art librarian. 
Art Interpretation. 
Esthetics. 
History of Art. 
General. 
Special (by period or by country). 
Histoty of Painting. 
General. 
Special (by period, by school, or by 
work and influence of individual 
artists). 
History of Sculpture. 
General. 
Special (Classical, Italian Renaissance, 
etc.) 
History of Architecture. 
History of Ornamentation (especially color 
and design as applied to architecture 
and interior decoration, ceramics, met- 
al work, textiles, furniture, etc.). 
Graphic Arts (History of prints; tech- 
niques and interpretation). 
Photography. 
Iconography. 
The variety of this list supports the 
statement that specialization cannot pro- 
ceed very far in undergraduate study. 
Graduate study is desirable for the libra- 
rian who is to work in a research insti- 
tution. Formal courses should be s u p  
plemented by continued study w h ~ l e  in 
service, and further by travel which in- 
426 
cludes visits to leading art museums in this 
country and abroad. 
While a detailed knowledge of various 
art techniques is very desirable, skill in 
application is not necessary. Where artistic 
ability has been developed, i t  will, of 
course, contribute to the librarian's appre- 
ciation of artistic craftsmanship, just as 
some experience in writing or in playing a 
musical instrument enriches the partici- 
pants comprehension of the literary and 
musical arts. 
The art librarian's knowledge of art 
history should be supplemented by as wide 
a familiarity with liberal studies as possi- 
ble. The two most important subjects are 
history and literature. Ancient and medie- 
val history especially, and classical litera- 
ture, together with mythology, are par- 
ticularly relevant to the subject needs of 
the art  librarian. Archaeology, too, may 
be an important subject for study for Ii- 
brary service in a museum which has col- 
lections of significance in this field. Be- 
yond these, many other studies may prove 
useful. The study of botany may add to the 
appreciation of a Botticelli painting, and 
some knowledge of chemistry may prove 
useful in reference service for the expert 
engaged in the study of pigments or prob- 
lems of restoration. 
Art has been called an international 
language. To so great a degree is the litera- 
ture of art  international that knowledge of 
practically any language may prove useful 
to the art librarian. Some ability to read 
French and German is essential in any art 
library, and the same is true for Italian, 
Spanish and Latin in larger libraries, espe- 
cially in museums and art schools. The 
librarian in the public library art depart- 
ment may find some knowledge of French 
and German adequate, but in many mu- 
seum and art school libraries the librarian 
should be able to read readily French and 
German and to almost as great degree, 
Italian. The Scandinavian languages, espe- 
cially Swedish, and Dutch may be men- 
tioned as among the other languages of 
which some knowledge is particularly 
desirable. 
Facility in German and French, or per- 
haps Italian, a t  least, should be gained 
during undergraduate study. The other 
academic studies which require the student 
art librarian's time will preclude language 
study in college beyond this, unless one of 
the languages has received special atten- 
tion in secondary school. In any case, all 
but the most unusual student will need to 
anticipate continued study of languages 
during the early years of library service in 
order to meet the high standards of 
service. 
In the larger art libraries, of course, 
where a greater number of languages is 
likely to be needed, responsibility for lan- 
guages other than German, French, and 
Italian may be shared by two or more 
members of the library staff. 
The question concerning the relative 
importance of academic and professional 
studies seems irrelevant in respect to edu- 
cational needs of art librarians. Both are 
essential; and the person lacking one or the 
other when accepting a position in an art 
library must make up that lack if satis- 
factory service is to be given. Support for 
this statement is found in the question- 
naires submitted by the cooperating art 
librarians. While differing in detailed sug- 
gestions, the seventeen librarians were in 
agreement on the general pattern of 
essentials. 
For the most part the subjects considered 
in the usual library school curriculum are 
of importance in preparation for art library 
work. Those considered essential by all the 
cooperating librarians are principles of 
book selection, principles of cataloging 
and classification, subject bibliography, 
general reference books, and reference 
methods. Opinion was almost unanimous 
for general administration, binding prepa- 
ration and detailed practice in the applica- 
tion of the Library of Congress classifica- 
tion system. A large majority considered 
detailed practice in cataloging, trade bibli- 
ography and order routines, indexing and 
abstracting, mending and care of ephem- 
eral materials to be essential parts of the 
professional curriculum. No marked differ- 
ences are apparent between types of insti- 
tutions; museums, art schools, or public 
libraries. 
An analysis of the need for professional 
studies is given in more detail in the fol- 
lowing paragraphs under four headings: 
(1) book selection and acquisition, (2) 
cataloging and classification, (3) reference 
and bibliography, (4) and administration. 
1. Book Selection and Acquisition 
Study of book selection should empha- 
size general principles, supplemented by 
some detailed study of the special needs of 
art libraries. Here, the objectives of the 
various types of art libraries play an im- 
portant part in determining bases for selec- 
tion; and attention should be given to dif- 
ferences. For example, the university de- 
partmental art library and the museum 
library serving regularly organized classes 
of art students have book selection prob- 
lems essentially similar to those of any 
college library. Some museum libraries, on 
the other hand, serve only the members of 
the museum staff. 
For acquisition, a working knowledge 
of trade bibliography is essential. The 
American, English, French and German 
trade comprise the principal groups, but 
some knowledge of others is desirable, 
especially Italian and Spanish. I t  is essen- 
tial that the art librarian be familiar with 
sources of non-book materials, particu- 
larly prints of various kinds, including 
color reproductions, lantern slides, and 
photographs. Art librarians are not in 
agreement as to the importance of order 
routines as a part of the curriculum, but i t  
is desirable to have the subject given some 
consideration. Where this is included, 
study of routines should be related specifi- 
cally to art library needs. 
2. Cataloging and Classijication 
As stated above, all the cooperating 
librarians expressed the opinion that study 
of the principles of cataloging and classi- 
fication is essential. This should include 
methods of evaluating cataloging proced- 
ures and classification systems, especially 
as made use of in organizing non-book 
materials. Familiarity with s'pecial classi- 
fication systems and subject headings in 
the fine arts should be a primary objective. 
Laboratory exercises in classification 
should include practice in both the D.C. 
and L.C. systems, with emphasis on the 
fine arts schedules. Exercise in expansion 
of existing schedules and in formulating 
new ones is considered by some to be de- 
sirable, although more so for museums and 
art  schools than for public libraries. De- 
tailed practice in cataloging is very desir- 
able, particularly in respect to problems 
of cataloging slides, prints, photographs, 
films, etc. 
3.  Reference and Bibliography 
Study of reference sources is of prime im- 
portance. General reference books should 
be studied, and intensive study should be 
made of the whole literature of the fine 
arts. Subject bibliography is to be em- 
phasized. In this connection the art lib- 
rarian, in common with other library 
specialists, needs to study techniques for 
surveying the literature of the field. 
Reference methods are essential, both 
general procedures and their special appli- 
cation to reference service in the fine arts. 
Art librarians are almost unanimous in 
emphasis of need for knowledge about 
organizations and individuals who are 
authorities in the field, and for methods of 
locating sources of information. Univer- 
sity librarians particularly, report a need 
for familiarity with the methodology of 
research. 
Related subjects, indexing and abstract- 
ing, were reported by most of the cooper- 
ating librarians as important in this field. 
4 .  Administration 
General principles of organization and 
administration are essential for the art 
librarian, accompanied in the professional 
curriculum by detailed consideration of 
their application to the art library. Some 
study of finance, personnel and other such 
problems included in the usual first year 
course in library administration are de- 
sirable, with special attention here, 
again, to application in special art library 
situations. 
Of major importance are the problems 
involved in the organization and care of 
materials. Instruction is needed in methods 
of organizing special files for slides, photo- 
graphs, etc., and vertical file materials in 
general, with the application of cataloging 
principles to this purpose. 
Finally, attention is called to the im- 
portance of relating the professional studies 
to the background of knowledge of the 
fine arts, and to the problems of the fine 
arts library as an integrated whole. 
Perhaps the greatmt challenge that confronts America today is to prove that de- 
mocracy can generate and maintain the energV and eficiency which are necessary in 
meeting the requirements of total preparedness. We continue to believe that in the 
long pull eflciency is the result of released individual initiative, imagination and 
leadership, and that organizationr can be democratically operated without being 
cumbersome and inaficient. -JOHN W .  STUDEBAKER, U. S.  Commisrioner of 
Education. 
A Useful Research Library* 
By WALTER S. PAINE 
Manager, Engineering and Inspection Department, Aetna Life Affiliated Companies, Hartford 
E PPICIHNT research is a diligent, thor- ough investigation or studious inquiry into the field you are inves- 
tigating or the subject you are attempting 
to solve. This investigation may be a dili- 
gent inquiry into the specific field of knowl- 
edge you have as an objective, through 
written material already at  hand, or a 
search for new material and factual data 
requiring hours and maybe years of pro- 
tracted quest for the solution of the 
problem. 
In our engineering work we believe that 
this two-fold quest for knowledge often 
goes hand in hand. While the chemical, 
electrical or mechanical engineer may be 
seeking a solution to his problems in the 
field of applied science, the research li- 
brarian may also be in search of data on 
accomplished facts which have already 
become recorded history. 
Dean William Kent of the Smith College 
of Applied Science at  Syracuse University, 
used to say: "You can never remember all 
the facts an engineer will need to practice 
successfully his profession, but you must 
know where to obtain the facts a t  short 
notice when you need them." 
The research librarian can be of great 
help in collating necessary data to assist 
the engineer in solving the many proh- 
lems that daily reach the Home Office for 
solution. The user should give the librarian 
a clear outline of the information he desires. 
In turn the librarian should get a clear 
concept of the user's objective before she 
brings him volumes of data, much of which 
may be useless. 
*This ddrerr war wven at rhe Aooual Meeting of tllc <:on. 
nciricut Chapter of Special Libraries A~wciarion. 
DECEMBER, 1940 
The average engineer pictures the suc- 
cessful research librarian, from the view- 
point of emciency, on a par with a chief 
telephone operator, who has the arteries 
of the world at her finger tips, and thus 
expects her t o  be able to obtain at  a mo- 
ment's notice, information on the subject 
under discussion or with which the engineer 
must make immediate contact. A useful 
research librarian must be intelligent, dili- 
gent, far-seeing, patient and possessed of a 
nose for ferreting out the trail until the 
needed data is located. The librarian must 
view her task from an analytical angle in 
order to eliminate worthless information 
and save the time of the users by giving 
them only the meat of the knowledge that 
will provide the answer to the inquiring 
assured, underwriter, field engineer, or 
even the general public. 
The successful research librarian is al- 
ways on the alert to answer three funda- 
mental questions: 
1. What are our needs? 
2. Where can we get the needed data? 
3. How will the data be used? 
1. What Are Our  need^? 
In answering the first question, "What 
are our needs?", we realize that every 
specific problem must be dealt with as a 
unit. In our own organization, in the 
various fields of insurance, such as marine, 
casualty, fire, group life, group disability, 
etc., the research librarian must gradually 
sense the needs of the staff with whom 
she must cooperate. In our line of business 
we know that the finer points and needs 
of insurance and its necessary service 
bureaus must be gradually absorbed and 
not learned. 
Foresight in compiling data on new 
subjects which the librarian feels will 
eventually be needed does much to lubri- 
cate the machinery of any organization and 
expedite the work of the engineer or who- 
ever will finally utilize such information. 
The user of the library could do much to 
increase the efficiency of his department by 
indicating from time t o  time what he and 
his associates believe will be their needs in 
the future and thus aid in charting the held. 
A good example of this forecast follows. 
Whenourcompanies started to write Work- 
men's Compensation Insurance there was 
need of a classification of industries to 
form the foundation for the grouping of 
manufacturing exposures on a rate-making 
basis. Therefore, i t  was necessary that we 
have specific data compiled on every kind 
of industry in this country. This procedure 
required a knowledge of all raw materials, 
processes, mechanical exposures and the 
accident experience entering into the mak- 
ing of a given product. This was no easy 
task and the fact that we had a librarian 
who was keen on obtaining, collating 
and thoroughly analyzing such data saved 
our organization hours of time and ex- 
pedited our work. She sensed what we 
wanted and knew where to get it. 
2 .  Fiald of Data 
In answering the second question, "Where 
can we get the needed data?", there is 
only one logical reply. Any eflicient 
librarian will have at  her disposal a refer- 
ence to the essential knowledge reservoirs 
of the country, covering the subjects 
or fields for which she has the greatest 
demands. 
By way of example, if her library serves 
a research engineering department, she will 
have at  hand an easy reference to the data 
obtainable from the National Bureau of 
Standards, the American Standards Asso- 
ciation, the National Safety Council, the 
American Society of Mechanical Engin- 
eers, the Engineering Council and similar 
organizations. A ready source of kuowl- 
edge is the real key to the success of a re- 
search librarian. 
3 .  Utility of Information 
The third question, "How will the data 
be used?", is very important. This feature 
of a library program calls for efficient co- 
ordination between the librarian and the 
user. If the data is in such form that the 
user must wade through pages of material, 
the information is far less valuable than it  
would be if i t  were epitomized and the 
wheat separated from the chaff. Speaking 
of our own staff, may I state that our re- 
search library, in its present degree of 
efficiency, is invaluable to us and the engin- 
eers and departments are making use of 
this technical data by seeing that i t  has a 
wide and judicial distribution. To have 
what you want when you want i t  is one 
of the first demands of our present civiliza- 
tion. 
A good illustration of how a library can 
"get the jump" on new and useful data is 
contained in a feature which is now passing 
through our departments. A steel foundry, 
through actual experimentation, has found 
that, by introducing a small percentage of 
lead into its molten steel, certain ver)- 
desirable new properties were obtained. 
In a limited way this new process has 
recently been written up in technical pub- 
lications and there is no doubt but that 
other sreel foundries will, in a very short 
time, be experimenting with this new 
formula. Due to the high temperature of 
the steel, this new process would introduce 
a serious lead poisoning hazard into steel 
foundries where such a hazard has hereto- 
fore never existed. From the viewpoint of 
conservation of life and health, you can 
readily see how important i t  is that this 
industry for its own interests should be 
forewarned of this new exposure. In order 
that our engineers may be fully apprised 
of this new industrial disease exposure, 
the librarian has carefully compiled such 
data and prepared i t  in such form as to be 
readily usable by our field representatives. 
In order to have a successful research li- 
brary, you must not only have thematerial, 
but have a mobile method of getting the 
data readily into the user's hands. 
We know that the useful library should 
contain the maximum of useful knowledge 
in the minimum of space. No active re- 
search library should be the memorial 
burying ground for useless subjects. With 
this thought in mind, the weeding process 
is one of the essential features of a library. 
This discarding of material calls for skill, 
knowledge of the user's wants and wishes, 
and knowledge of the exact value of the 
data being considered. A glamor for filled 
library shelves and crammed filing cabinets 
is no indication of the value of that data. 
Sometimes ir simply represents the debris 
which must be hurdled before one finds any 
desirable material. 
In considering the circulation of informa- 
tion we know that frozen assets in a library 
are about as useless as they are in a bank 
vault. Keeping knowledge on the run and 
getting people to use i t  is one of the real 
problems of the librarian. Our library is 
useful not only becanse it  fills a need in 
our Home Ofice, but because i t  continually 
feeds our field representatives with the 
latest information. In other words, research 
data, to be appetizing, must be fresh and 
stimulating, rather than stale. 
You will agree a library becomes an asset 
rather than a liability only if i t  provides 
the greatest use to the largest number of 
people of the valuable information i t  is in 
a position to disseminate. 
A Special Library Pioneer 
By REBECCA B. RANKIN 
Librarian, Municipal Reference Library, New York 
0 NE'S first impression about the bi- ography of John Cotton Dana* is 
that too little space has been given 
to his work as a librarian - only two 
chapters out of twelve are devoted to his 
library accomplishments. We of the library 
profession remember vividly many more of 
his radical ideas which aroused storms of 
discussions; he initiated much more than 
is hinted at  in Dr. Kingdou's biography. 
But such an active mind which loved inno- 
vations concocted too many t o  be recorded 
in detail. His library confreres are reminded 
of many and smile on reflection of them. 
The library offered John Cotton Dana a 
splendid instmment in which to use his 
many talents and to display his wide inter- 
ests as this "Life" of his so well portrays. 
Though trained as a lawyer, that profes- 
sion could not satisfy him. A library with 
wide community outposts together with 
*Kingdon. Frank. John Corm" Dnm-. Lfjc Ncw.rk. l'hc 
Public Library m d  Muleurn, 1940. 175 p. 
books and publishing gave him a canvas 
large enough on which to paint in vivid 
colors his individualistic views - and he 
never tired of just that. 
The Special Libraries Association of 
which be is the father and of which the 
Association boasts did not come into being 
until 1910, late in Mr. Dana's career. In- 
terestingly enough he initiated the ideas of 
such special library activity as early as 
1894 when in Denver he put a mercantile 
library in the Chamber of Commerce 
Building. At that time he initiated the term 
"literature of business." While in Spring- 
field he used more direct methods to inter- 
est the business men in the value of their 
public library to their work, all of which 
flowered in Newark in the establishment 
of a full-fledged Business Branch. 
The special librarian will find pleasure 
in Mr. Dana's biography but more particu- 
larly will catch the contagion of his vital- 
i ty as portrayed so well by his biographer. 
Aids to Foreign Public Document Use 
Since 1937 
By JEROME K. WILCOX 
Associate Librarian, University of California Library, Berkeley 
I N the foreign document field, many new aids to their use are to be found. The place of honor should unques- 
tionably go to A Century of Diplomatic Blue 
Books, M4-1-14, edited by Harold Temper- 
ley and Lillian M. Penson.1 This scholarly 
work provides the key to  the use of British 
blue books pertaining to foreign affairs. 
It is essentially a list of the British Foreign 
Office blue books from Castlereagh to 
Grey, to which have been added the dates 
on which they were laid before Parliament. 
The arrangement is by foreign ministers 
giving a brief resumt of the blue book pol- 
icy of each, followed by a list of the blue 
books issued by each. 
Another most useful compilation is A 
Finding-List of Royal Commission Report3 in 
the British  dominion^,^ prepared under the 
direction of Arthur Harrison Cole. This 
compilation lists the publications of the 
Royal commissions of Australia, the states 
of Australia, Canada, the provinces of 
Canada, Newfoundland, New Zealand, 
the Union of South Africa, the states of 
South Africa and Southern Rhodesia. 
Public Documents, 1938, the Papers Presenred 
a t  the 1938 Conference of the American Library 
Association by the Committee on Public Docu- 
ments, contains a number of valuable con- 
tributions to a better understanding of 
foreign documents. Here will be found 
Scandinavian Pfdblic Documsnts: Their Ac- 
quisition, Organization and Use, by Evelyn 
Lund, Alice McGrail and Harold Russell; 
Oficial Publicatiom of the British Colonies, 
Eorrox'. Nor..-A former r r r k l c  hy Jerome K .  Wilcor on 
A;& lo Pvhlic Document U'e Sinre I937 apprsrd in S o n c m ~  
Lxsn~mrs for Novemhcr 1940, on page 389. 
by Angus S. Fletcher; The Public Documents 
of British Columbia, by W .  Kaye Lamb; 
Public Documents of the French Colonies, by 
Jose Meyer; and the Oficial Gazetter of For- 
eign Countria, by James B. Childs.8 The 
paper by Childs on official gazettes lists 
the gazettes of all countries of the world, 
giving for each its title, frequency of issue, 
publisher, subscription rate and general 
description of contents. 
As aids to the statistics contained in for- 
eign documents should be mentioned three 
publications, Colonial Population, by Robert 
R. Kuc~ynski ,~ Guide t o  New Zealand Ofi- 
cia1 Statistics, by E .  P. Neale,6 and Foreign 
Trade Statistics, compiled by Caroline G. 
Grim6 While Kuczyuski's work was pub- 
lished in 1937 and Neale's work in 1938, 
neither is well known as an aid in the docu- 
ment field. The notes to Tables 111, IV and 
VII, p. 37-97 in Kuczynski's work indi- 
cate sources of population sta~istics. 
Neale's Guide "refers the reader to the 
main sources of official statistics in New 
Zealand, describes how they are collected 
and compiled, explains the method of cal- 
culation adopted in the various index num- 
bers, and indicates the main limitations 
and pitfalls." Foreign Trade Statistics indi- 
cates source by countries giving periodic- 
ity, month and day year ends in each, and 
title of each publication. 
In the Proceedings of the first and second 
conventions of the Inter-American Biblio- 
graphical and Library Association are two 
papers by James B. Childs. At the first 
convention Mr. Childs presented a Bib- 
liography of Oficial Publications and the 
Administrative Systerm in Latin American 
Countries, which was later reprinted as a s e p  
arate.7 This study is primarily a summari- 
zation of the executive departments of the 
countries of the Pan-American Union other 
than the United States, giving brief state- 
ments as to the administrative structure of 
each. At the second convention Mr. Childs 
presented the public documents of Cuba. 
(Cuban Government Publications - A Com- 
prahensivs Statement, p. 123-152.) The Pan- 
American Bvok Shelf, issued monthly since 
March, 1938, by the Columbus Memorial 
Library of the Pan-American Union, reg- 
ularly lists documents of members of the 
Union, as well as books. Also, in the Hand- 
book of Latin American Studies: 1938 (ed. by 
Lewis Hanke and Ran1 D'Eca. Cambridge, 
Harvard University Press, 1939) is con- 
tained a section on Government by J. B. 
Childs and Lloyd Mecham (p. 189-21.8). 
This includes a list of the official gazettes 
of the provinces of Argentina and Cuba, 
(p. 212-13), and concludes with "changes 
in government organization authorized in 
1938 by law, decree or departmental or- 
der." 
H. M. Stationery Office published in 
1939, Indexes and Bibliographical Publica- 
tions of H .  M .  Stationery Ojj'ice (7 p.) which 
furnished a brief, concise guide to the 
official indexes and lists of British docu- 
ments. An important study has also been 
made recently by ProfessorJohn A. Perkins 
of the University of Michigan on Perma- 
nent Advisory Committees to the British Gov- 
ernment  department^.^ The British Library 
of Information in New York City has also 
issued several lists of British war docu- 
m e n t ~ . ~  Three checklists or guides to the 
documents of the British Dominions have 
appeared. The most complete and compte- 
hensive of these is Publications of the Gouern- 
ment of British Columbia, 1871-1937, a Check- 
1irt.l0 (See review, Library Journal, April 
1 5 ,  1940, p. 344.) In  the Ontario Library 
Review and Canadian Periodical Index is now 
published a list of Dominion, British Colum- 
bia, Ontario and Quebsc Publications Re- 
ceived by the Innspector of P ~ b l i c  Librariar. 
This was begun in November, 1933, and 
appears in each issue thereafter. The earlier 
issues covered more than the three pmv- 
inces now included. The 1938 compilation 
was reprinted as a separate. In South African 
Librarisr for April, 1940, appears The Offi- 
cial Publications of the Union of South Africa 
(ExcIuding Publications of the Provincial 
Administrations), by I .  Isaacson (p. 155- 
162). 
In 1938 the Royal Historical Society pub- 
lished a Guide to English Commercial Statis- 
tics, 1696-1782, by G .  N. Clark." The 
Guide consists of three parts. The first is 
"an historical account of the origin, pur- 
pose, nature and value of commercial sta- 
tistics." In this part are to be found ac- 
counts of the Inspector General of Imports 
and Exports, bills of entry, general reg- 
isters of shipping, and port books. The 
second part is composed of the text of 
some of the mote important documents 
upon which the study is based. The final 
part is a catalogue of statistical materials 
arranged in chronological order, stating 
commodities concerned, from where to 
where shipped, period covered, date of ' 
return, and source of statistics. 
S ~ E D I J L E D  for publication in 1940is Mexi- can Government Publications. A Guide to 
the Mors Important Publications of the Na- 
t:onal Government of Mexico, 1821-1936. by 
Annita M .  Ker. Although intended pri- 
marily as an administrative report, lists of 
Mexican documents published 1937-38 can 
be found in the Memoria del Departamento de 
Prensa y Publicidad September, 1937-August, 
1938 . . ." (Mexico, D. A. P. P., 1938. 223 
p.1 
As Part 111 (p. 219-324) of Government and 
the Arts, by  GraceOvermyer(N. Y .  Norton, 
c 1939), is given the "official aid to art in 
fifty-eight countries," showing in each 
case government support or sponsorship of 
the fine arts. 
Mention should also be made of the fact 
that the Internatio~~al Index to Asronautical 
Technical  report^,'^ issued annually since 
1933 and prepared by the Society of British 
Aircraft Constructors, includes the official 
government studies and researches in aero- 
nautics for the United States, Great 
Britain, Belgium, France, Italy, Japan and 
Russia. 
F INALLY should be mentioned Walter Thiele's Oficial Map Publications (Chi- 
cago, American Library Association, 1938. 
356 p.). Besides maps of the United States, 
those of Canada, Latin America, Great 
Britain, Germany, Austria, Hungary, 
Netherlands and Norway are treated. 
In the field of international documents, 
five reference aids are to be noted, three 
pertaining to international congresses, and 
two to the League of Nations. In 1938 a p  
peared the final edition of International Con- 
gresses and Conferences, 184a-1937. A Union 
List of their Publications Availabk in Libra- 
ries o f  the United States and Canada, edited by 
Winifred Gregory (N. Y. Wilson, 1938. 
229 p.) and Congresses; Tentatizr Chronobgical 
and Bibliographical Reference List of  National 
and ~nternativnal Meutingr of  physician^, 
Scientists and Experts, compiled by the 
Library of the U. S. Surgeon-General's 
Office. (In its Index-catalogue. Series 4, v. 3, 
294 p. preceding text; also reprinted sepa- 
rately.) The former is not only a bibliogra- 
phy of these most elusive publications, but 
also a record of libraries owning copies as 
well. Thelatteris an excellent bibliography 
of 1,739 entries with a subject, word and 
title index to the list of congresses. A brief 
supplement has been issued to the Surgeon- 
General's list (Firsz Additions to the Refer- 
ence List of Congresses. Reprinted from its 
Id#.%-cafalogua, Series 4, v. 4, p. 29-51) 
which increases the total entries from 1,739 
to 1,811. The other publication pertaining 
to international congresses was compiled 
by the Library of the National Research 
Council entitled, International Scientific 
Congrsssss Held since 1930, or Announced for 
1939 or l a w ,  issued in June, 1939. This is a 
mimeographed list of 42 pages, which 
merely lists the congresses with the dare 
and place at which each was or is to be 
held, with title, geographical, and chrono- 
logical indexes. 
In 1939 was published the English edi- 
tion of Sources of Infomation. A Handbook of 
Publications of the League of Nations, by A. C. 
de Breycha-Va~thier. '~ This work was 
originally published in German in 1934, 
then in Czech in 1936, and an abridged 
Russian edition as well as a French edition 
appeared in 1937. This little manual of 118 
pages analyzes the League publications up 
to December 1, 1938, and aims "to indicate 
to students and research workers where 
and how they can find material not only on 
political questions, but also in the field of 
economics, law, and social problems, or on 
military, health, and transport questions, 
as well as on numerous other subjects con- 
tained in the publications of the League of 
Nations." I t  is in nowise a checklist, but 
primarily a quick aid in the use of League of 
Nations documents. 
w ITH respect to checklists of the League of Nations publications, the 
fourth supplement to the Key to League of 
Narionr Documents Placed on Public Sak,  by 
Marie J. Carroll, was published in 1938 
and covets the publications for the period 
1934-1936 inclusive (N. Y. Columbia Uni- 
versity Press, 1938. 188 p.). This supple- 
ment has both a numerical and a subject 
index to the documents. 
In the quasi-public document field, there 
was published in 1939 Governmental Re- 
search Organizations in the Western States. A 
Directory of Agencies and an Index to Their 
Studier a of January 1 ,  1939, compiled by 
Arthur Harris.'& This combination direc- 
tory and list of publications is arranged by 
states and gives name and address of each 
organization, a brief statement as t o  its 
purpose, and this is followed by a list of 
studies completed and studies which are 
still in process. To the entire work has 
been added a detailed and complete sub- 
ject index. 

The Beginnings and Growth of 
Dental Libraries* 
By GEORGE B. DENTON, Pa.D. 
Professor at Dental History and Literature, Northwestern University Dental School, Chicago 
N OW we have arrived at  the era of the institutional library and its gradual supplanting of private li- 
braries. I t  would probably be impossible to 
determine what were the influences which 
tended to bring about this change. Prior 
to this period, in the early eighties, i t  is 
interesting to note that dental bibliography 
in this country suddenly came to the fore. 
In 1885, Crowley issued his Bibliography, 
aiming to list all dental books in any lan- 
guage, from the early sixteenth century to 
1885. Taft published, in 1886, his Index of 
the Periodical Literatwe covering journals in 
English. In 1883, the Dental Cosmos issued a 
complete index for its twenty-four pub- 
lished volumes. Melvin J. Lamb contrib- 
uted a monthly bibliography to the Dental 
Cosmos from 1889 to 1902. Thirty-five years 
later, the appearance of the first volumes of 
A. D. Black's Index o f  the Periodical Dental 
Literature gave a marked stimulus to the 
development of dental libraries and espe- 
cially to their collection of dental journals 
a t  that time. 
Dr. B. W. Weinberger has given us a 
classification of dental libraries into five 
groups. The first is the dental library con- 
stituting a part of a medical library. The 
second is the library of the dental school. 
The third is the library of the dental so- 
ciety. The fourth is the dental library con- 
stituting a part of the public library. The 
fifth is the private dental library. Today 
all of these types are in existence. 
for November, w h o ,  on page 403. 
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Among the institutional dental libraries 
i t  is appropriate that the library of the 
Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, Den- 
tal School, University of Maryland, should 
be mentioned firsr on this occasion. In some 
sense, this library probably had its start 
earlier than any other dental library in the 
country and its origin is also associated 
with some of the men who were foremost 
in the production and collection of dental 
literature.. 
There is a tradition that Chapiu A. Har- 
ris's private library was sold at public 
auction by his widow in 1865, to alleviate 
the poverty of his family, and the printed 
catalogue which I have mentioned, though 
i t  is not dated, would bear out this idea. 
Tradition also has i t  that this private li- 
brary ultimately came into possession of 
the Baltimore School and formed the nu- 
cleus of its early collection. Evidence exists 
to show that from the beginning of the 
school, some library facilities were fur- 
nished students. In an advertisement by the 
Baltimore College in The American Journal 
of Dental Science for the year 1843-44 oc- 
curred this statement: 
The College, we may add f u r h e r ,  has a general 
lecture and a museum, which, with one of the finesr 
dental libraries in rhe world - though not in the 
College, but to which the srudenrs can have free 
access - furnishes some idea of the facilities and 
advantages which i t  gives those who come to its 
halls for instruction in dental science. 
I t  is quite possible that this was Harris's 
private library. Another possibility is the 
library of the Medical and Chirurgical 
Faculties of the State of Maryland, founded 
in 1830. The library of the Baltimore Col- 
lege is still in possession of a fine antique 
bookcase, which, from its style, would ap- 
pear to have been made in the early nine- 
teenth century and in which has been 
stored a number of books dating back to 
the period of Chapin A. Harris. The library 
possesses a complete file of The American 
Journal of Dental Science and the American 
Library of Dental Science, totaling thirty 
volumes, all bearing Harris's library tab on 
the inside of the covers and the name "Dr. 
C. A. Hamis" in gilt letters on the outside 
cover of each volume. Other books from 
the early nineteenth century in possession 
of the library have Harris's autograph. 
There is no evidence, however, that any 
of the works listed in the catalogue of 
Harris's library are now in possession of 
the Baltimore school. 
lbrary of the Baltimore College of 
TE:alSurgery seems to have been active 
down to 1895 and then i t  fell into disuse. 
When this College and the Dental Depart- 
ment of the University of Maryland were 
combined in 1923-24, and Dr. J. Ben Robin- 
son became Dean, he at once began reviv- 
ing and reorganizing the library. New 
books were bought, and files of old 
journals were completed. In 1926 a paid 
trained librarian was employed. 
The Maryland State Dental Association 
in 1925 established the Clarence J. Grieves 
Library Foundation as a memorial to one 
of its, and the profession's, most distin- 
guished members. In 1926 the projected 
memorial library was merged with that of 
the Baltimore College of Dental Surgery 
and the name Clarence J. Grieves Library 
Foundation was adopted as the name of the 
institution. Dr. Grieves contributed his 
private library of several hundred volumes. 
To this nucleus and the books salvaged by 
Dr. Robinson from the old Baltimore Col- 
lege library was added the library of the 
Dental Department of the University of 
Maryland. The latter had been in existence 
from before 1914 -housed with the medi- 
cal collections - but amounted to very lit- 
tle, and consisted mostly of works which 
had been brought together by Dr. Ferdi- 
nand J. S. Gorgas and Dr. B. Merrill H o p  
kinson. The collection, from these three 
sources, I believe, amounted to only 697 
books and bound periodicals. Through en- 
dowments furnished by the State Dental 
Society and the University of Maryland, 
and through funds furnished by the Carne- 
gie Foundation, i t  has been possible to 
build up the collections of this library 
very rapidly. In 1937 there were 5,481 vol- 
umes and the library possessed one of the 
most complete files of dental journals in the 
country. 
Other school libraries that should be 
mentioned, and the history of which we 
would recount if there were time, include 
the library of the Thomas W. Evans Mu- 
seum and Dental Institute, School of Den- 
tistry, University of Pennsylvania; the li- 
brary of the University of Pittsburgh 
School of Dentistry; the library of the 
University of Michigan School of Dentist- 
ry; and that of Northwestern University 
Dental School. 
The type of library in which the dental 
collection is a component part of the medi- 
cal library is well represented by the dental 
division of the New York Academy of 
Medicine. A. L. Northrup, of New York 
City, was for many years a collector of 
dental books and his private library called 
forth notice in some of the dental journals 
of the latter eighties because of its excel- 
lence. Dr. Northrup was of the opinion 
that the only way in which to insure the 
permanence and integrity of such a collec- 
tion was to place i t  in a well-established 
medical library. Consequently, in spite of 
the criticism of some dentists who thought 
that it should be associated with a dental 
institution or society, he presented i t  to 
the New York Academy of Medicine. The 
entire collection at that time numbered 576 
books, 69 pamphlets, and many journals. 
In 1897 the First District Dental Society 
of the State of New York became interested 
in the dental section of the Academy Li- 
brary and created a fund bearing Northrup's 
name, for the purchase of dental books. 
Very little was accomplished, however, 
until 1914 when, through the efforts of Dr. 
Weinberger, arrangements were made for 
the First District Society to contribute an- 
nually to a fund for the purchase of dental 
books and journals to be placed in the den- 
tal division of the Academy of Medicine 
and for the members of the Society to have 
the privileges of the library. In 1929 Dr. 
Weinberger, who had been librarian for the 
First District Society since 1914, was given 
the honorary title of Consultant Librarian 
in Dental Literature by the Academy. Un- 
der this unique arrangement between the 
First District Society and the Academy, the 
dental section has prospered. The total col- 
lection in 1932 was 4,500 books and 6,000 
bound volumes of journals. 
Representative of the type of library 
owned by dental societies is that of the 
Eighth District Dental Society, housed in 
the Public Library of Buffalo. And you 
are acquainted with the Library of the 
American Dental Association in Chicago. 
Dental libraries constituting component 
parts of public libraries are represented by 
the library of the Ohio State Dental So- 
ciety, the ownership of which was trans- 
ferred by the Society to the Columbus 
Public Library, in 1905. 
value of a library does not consist 
T g r e l y  in the importance of its collec- 
tions. Much depends upon the facilities 
which the library furnishes for making 
books available for use. As late as 1920, 
as is made plain in Dr. William Gies's re- 
port on dental education, little use was 
being made of school libraries in the teach- 
ing of dental students, and the dental pro- 
fession at that time was generally said not 
t o  be a reading profession. Since then cou- 
ditions have changed, as may be seen in the 
increasing extent to which both students 
and practitioners are utilizing dental books 
and dental libraries. 
In order that we may have some idea of 
the size of the collection which has been 
accessible, a t  various times, to the student 
and practitioner for use, in the Northwest- 
ern University Dental School Library, let 
me present the absolute figures showing 
the library development. From 1915, with 
a total of about 3,M10 volumes, the library 
collection grew to about 11,000 in 1924, 
and then gradually increasing year by 
year, has mounted to a total of over 23,000 
volumes in 1939. These figures include 
duplicates and works in auxiliary sciences 
useful to dental students. 
Users of present day libraries are various 
and the libraries of dental schools are no 
exceptions. Local and nut of town practi- 
tioners, manufacturers of dental equipment 
and supplies, research workers, and stu- 
dents - all are served. The students in the 
institutions, however, constitute the larg- 
est number of constant users, and we may, 
therefore, best employ them as the measure 
of the extent to which a library is function- 
ing as a distributor of dental literature. By 
years, from 1922 through 1939, the number 
of volumes, per student enrolled in the 
Northwestern University Dental School, 
withdrawn for reading room or home use 
has increased upwards, from 16 books per 
student per year in 1922 to 86 hooks per 
student per year in 1939. 
The books in a dental library may be 
roughly classified into those which have 
mostly an historical value and those which 
are of current professional usefulness. Ob- 
viously, the older the collection becomes, 
the larger is that part of the collection 
which is of interest only to a limited num- 
ber of readers. This must be borne in mind 
in evaluating the circulation in terms of 
turnover, from year to year, through a 
period of years. We may measure to what 
extent a library is used by comparing the 
total number of items in the collection with 
total circulation. The turnover is repre- 
sented by percentage of the total collection. 
In 1928, in the Northwestern University 
Dental School Library, the turnover was 
about 86 per cent, and this has increased, 
in general, through the years to nearly 160 
per cent in 1938 and 1939. 
What is true in regard to the use and 
usefulness of this particular library. is, 
doubtless, equally true of many other 
school libraries and dental libraries for 
dental practitioners. 
Thus far, we have been talking about 
libraries in the past and present. I t  may be 
appropriate t o  say a word with regard to 
the dental library of the future. As you 
may all know, a dental library of interna- 
tional character has been contemplated by 
the Ftdkration Dentaire Internationale, 
probably to be located in Brussels. The 
purpose of such a library would be to sup- 
ply dental research workers of the world 
with information with regard to all the 
literature on any dental problem. Such a 
library would have to be as complete as 
possible. Dr. W. H. Logan was working 
last summer on the question as to how 
large such a library would have to be. Mrs. 
Madelene Marshall and I undertook to 
give a tentative answer to this question. 
To treat the matter from a practical stand- 
point, she supplied the information with 
regard to the size of an actually existing 
large library, using Northwestern Univer- 
sity Dental School Library as an example. 
Table 2 shows the actual collection of den- 
TABLE 2 
Tnrar. Boum Vo~uxsa,  Dehir~r. W o a q  No DVPLI- 
cmss - N.U.D.S. - 1939 
Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,333 
Pamphlets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,219 
Transactions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  858 
Journals . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ........... . 4,148 
-
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9,558 
tal literature when all non-dental books 
and all duplicate volumes were excluded. 
I undertook the more speculative p r o l ~  
lem as to how large a library would have 
to be to accommodate every item of dental 
literature which had ever been published. 
The data for arriving at any conclusion are 
imperfect, and, for the last twenty years, 
are mostly conjectural. However, after 
some calculations, based in large part upon 
the statistical tables of Dr. Weber in Black'!'r 
Indw (191&1920), I hazarded the follow- 
ing conclusions. With regard to the past 
publication, the number of volumes of 
dental books and theses in the world has 
been about 16,120; the number of volumes 
of dental periodicals in the world, about 
8,400; the number of volumes of transac- 
tions of dental organizations and con- 
gresses in the world, about 1,436. The 
grand total was 25,956 volumes, and, al- 
lowing for considerable inexactness, I es- 
timated that, a t  the present moment, a 
library intended to include one copy of 
every item of dental literature ever pub- 
lished would have to accommodate be- 
tween 25,000 and 30,000 volumes. By cal- 
culations based upon equally uncertain 
data, I also estimated that such a library, 
to keep abreast of the times, would at  
present have to acquire 500 to 600 vol- 
umes per year. Since this estimate, I am 
inclined to think my figures are too low. 
If they are anywhere nearly accurate, i t  
will be seen how far from representing the 
whole of dental publication any one of our 
great dental libraries, such as Northwest- 
ern University, the Academy of Medicine 
Library in New York City, the University 
of Pennsylvania, or the University of Pitts- 
burgh Libraries must be. What a mark the 
dental librarian still has t o  shoot at! 
RAPID backward glance over the his- A tory of dental libraries, i t  seem to me, 
reveals at least one guidepost that should 
point the way for their successful develop 
ment, no matter to what type they may 
belong. When there is some one person 
whose business i t  is to see that the interests 
of the dental collection are looked after 
and that i t  is made available to readers, 
then, and only then, will the dental library 
prosper, grow, and fulfill its usefulness. 
A trained librarian will constitute part 
of the institutional machinery, and if the 
dental library is under such a special dental 
librarian, the growth and usefulness of the 
library will be insured for all time. 
Mobilizing W a r  Economy Material 
By ELEANOR S. CAVANAUGH 
Librarian, Standard Statistics Co. Inc., New York 
u NDER National Defense the special librarian faces new problems and materials in the administration of 
her library. Heretofore she has organized 
her collection around the needs of the 
business organization that she serves and 
her whole planning and routines are built 
up with this in mind. Due to the defense 
program, national business has become 
suddenly the business of almost every cor- 
poration and the librarian must institute 
new techniques, make places in her collec- 
tion for new materials, develop new sub- 
ject headings, and look at  old reference 
material with the new idea of applying i t  
to business under a large defense program. 
With the development of the armament 
program she finds that the things of most 
importance to business men are develop- 
ments in Washington, war legislation, 
taxes, national defense program, conscrip- 
tion, labor policies, plant capacity, bottle- 
necks in industry, labor supply and the 
financing of the defense program. 
WAR LEGISLATION 
To round out her collection and to keep 
ahead of possible demands, one of the first 
things that the librarian will need to have 
is the actual bills covering all of the defense 
legislation put through by the 76th Con- 
gress. This will include all of the various 
Army and Navy Appropriation Bills, the 
Vinson-Trammel Act on profit limitation, 
the Burke-Wadsworth conscription act, 
the two Revenue Acts of 1940, the Naval 
Expansion Bill, the laws covering rearma- 
ment, conscription and aliens, and other 
bills which provide the machinery for our 
national defense program. 
Obviously, the first thing to be acquired 
in lining up a library to handle current in- 
quiries of business men regarding how na- 
tional defense will affect not only their 
business but the business of the United 
States, is to get the daily releases of the 
National Defense Commission. A good 
many of these, to be sure, are merely rou- 
tine announcements of appointments and 
progress. However, they should be looked 
over carefully because in some of them will 
be found important and authoritative sta- 
tistics on various phases of the defense pro- 
gram. Inasmuch as these releases come in in 
great quantities each day, we, in this li- 
brary, have evolved a way of taking care of 
the appointments by making a two-way 
index: one, under the name of the person 
appointed with the post that he fills, and 
the second, under the name of the depart- 
ment, with the name of the key appoint- 
ments in that department. This saves us a 
great deal of time by obviating going 
through a great batch of releases to find 
appointments, key men, etc. on the De- 
fense commission. Rulings and regulations 
covering national defense are carried regu- 
larly in the United States Law Weak. 
WAR CONTRACTS 
I t  goes without saying that the war con- 
tracts placed by the Army and Navy are 
the most important part of national de- 
fense, and the main sources of these have 
been given you in a recent issue of SPECIAL 
LIBRARIES. However, i t  might be of some 
value to add that all of the trade magazines 
carry partial lists of the war contracts, and 
special compilations are being made by 
various organizations. For instance, Editor 
m d  P~blisher has just instituted a page of 
defense contracts by state, and the F. W. 
Dodge Corporation are this month insti- 
tuting a table of defense construction. This 
Dodge tabulation will show the valuation 
of defense construction contracts included 
in Dodge contract award figures, and also 
the valuation of the new defense construc- 
tion contracts let during the month which 
have not been included in Dodge contract 
award figures. 
Also, various service organizations are 
showing contracts awarded, each one tab- 
ulating them in a slightly different way. 
For instance, Poor's and Standard both 
carry regularly contracts awarded under 
the name of the company and in a sepa- 
rate tabulation, showing total contracts 
awarded. Standard Statistics Company also 
has a service for the business man based on 
these war contracts compiled by geograph- 
ical areas; t h ; ~ t  is, state and city. In order 
to give the business man subscribing to this 
service a clearer picture of what these con- 
tracts mean to his business, also taken into 
consideration are the changes in popu1;r- 
tion in these geographical areas affected by 
placing of Army and Navy contracts, con- 
sumer income, and anything else of a 
pertinent nature that will help the busl- 
ness man who has plants or branches in 
these centers, or who may wish to push 
sales in a territory enjoying at  least tempo- 
rary stimulation under the defense pro- 
gram - in fact, a regional barometer. 
PLANT CAPACITY 
The subject of plant capacity is receiving 
a great deal of attention and we understand 
that a survey is being made by the Defense 
Commission itself to determine the capac- 
ity of not only the large plants but the 
smaller plants in the United States. Also 
various trade associations are surveying 
their own industries. For instance, the 
Underwear Institute has made a survey of 
machine installations, inasmuch as th r  
knitting industry will play a large part in 
the clothing of our armies. The same insti- 
tute, besides this survey of productive 
equipment, has made one on mills, and the 
amount which could be produced in the 
plants, and also on the production of vari- 
ous types of underwear used by the govern- 
ment for the Army. The National Indus- 
trial Conference Board has also made an 
analysis of the plant production of the 
United States in the light of supplying the 
defense program with materials. 
RAW MATERIAI~ 
Raw materials and strategic materials 
are, of course, decidedly important and 
trade magazines covering these industries 
supply much data on production, prices, 
and in most instances, stocks on hand. 
Domestic Commsrce, published by the United 
States Department of Commerce, each week 
carries a special article on some critical 
material. These ate particularly useful. A 
recent issue of Domestic Commme carried a 
very worth-while article on E~aordinary  
Uses for Ordinary Products. A particularly 
good outline of raw materials was issued 
under date of November 15th by the For- 
eign Policy Association. This is an inven- 
tory of raw materials used in the defense 
program and, aside from containing much 
valuable data, is very well documented 
with sources which will lead the librarian 
t o  other information on these same raw 
materials. 
PRICE CONTROL 
The quesrion of price control in wartime 
looms large in the business world and a 
great deal of material has come forth on 
this. Some particularly useful studies are 
Wartime Price Control and Retail Trade, pub- 
lished by the National Retail Dry Goods 
Association, and also Wartime Control of 
Priccs, a study by the Brookings Institution. 
This Brookings study is an investigation 
undertaken at  the request of the U. S. War 
Department and gives a rbumt  of price 
control during the last World War and dis- 
cusses fiscal and banking problems as well 
as the machinery of war price control. 
Editorial Research Reports has also made a ament. The National Industrial Confer- 
short study entitled Price Contnd in Wartime ence Board publication is entitled Mili- 
which compares control during the last tary Ssrvice of Employscs and gives the text 
World War with the proposed plans for of various company plans. 
price control under our present defense pro- 
gram. Various magazines are carrying se- FINANCING THE DEFENSE PROGRAM 
riesofworth-whilearticlesonthis,ofwhich The question of financing the national 
Dun and Brdddrcct is a good example. defense program is the subject of much 
editorial comment. Naturally, the librarian 
DOING BUSINESS will make provision for this information in 
The business man finds that doing busi- her files. Our defense program is, of course, 
ness with the government is a much more financed by taxation and borrowing and 
involved process than just doing business the main sources for data are the Treas- 
with another organization. To help the ury Department and the Reconstruction 
business man over the hurdles and in- Finance Corporation. A great amount of 
tricacies of doing business with the United comment on paying for the war appears 
states G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  commerce learing daily in current magazines. The librarian 
has published war L~~ service, will save as much of the latter as she feels 
a loose-leaf service devoted to answering is authoritative or throws new light on the 
the business man's questions on contracts, problem. 
working requirements, submitting bids, HOUSING 
regulations, profit limitations and like sub- Housing under the defense program is jects. An inexpensive and useful handbook 
certainly one of its most important phases 
on this subject has also just been published 
and Twentieth Century Fund has just by the Bureau of National Affairs in Wash- , Issued Housing for Defen~e. This outlines the ington. I t  is called Doing Business Under the 
role of housing in relation to American de- Defense Program. This codifies the various fense. The survey was begun early in 1940 laws dealing with government purchases 
as a private survey on the housing situa- 
and with the rules between the sellers and tion, but due to the change in the world 
men in the Army and Navy service. 
situation immediately after i t  was started, The Irving Trust Company, New York, 
and to the initiating of the defense pro- is distributing a summary and text of the gram which would involve large scale 
Emergency Plant FacilitiesContract permit- 
shifts in population, the report was 
ring the construction of emergency plants 
changed to an emergency report on housing 
under ownership of private manufacturers, in relation to national defense. Also, the 
and providing a basis for financing their forthcoming issue of the Architectural Forum 
construction. The principal provisions of has sent out advance notice that the No- 
the contract are outlined in concise form, 
vember copy will be devoted to Building 
making the booklet an excellent reference for Defense. 
tool. 
PROBLEM OF CONSCRIPTION 
All business firms are faced with the 
problem of conscription and military serv- 
ice of their employees. The National Indus- 
trial Conference Board of New York and 
Editorial Research Reports of Washington, 
to mention but two, have both gotten out 
studies on these important phases of rearm- 
FORBIGN RELATIONS 
At this time all libraries representing 
business will be particularly interested in 
our foreign relations and with this in mind, 
i t  might be well to mention a recent publi- 
cation of the World Peace Foundation of 
Boston entitled Documents of American For- 
eign Relations. Volume 2 just published cov- (Crn,,"",d n p q ,  448) 
Browsing Among the Newer Books 
N THESE troubled days when Ameri- and detailed guide to the new traveler, I cans still wish to travel outside their pleasant reading for the person who has 
own country, but are prevented from going already visited the Island, and needed iu- 
beyond this hemisphere, the West Indies formation for anyone who approaches the 
naturally offer one of the few remaining librarian with a "can you tell me . . ." 
vacation spots available. Because of na- about Puerto Rico. B. P. 
tional defehse, economic interests, and the 
focus of attention on the neighbors with 
whom we must cooperate to protect de- 
mocracy, the West Indies are attracting 
greater interest than for many years. Of 
the group of Islands, Puerto Rico com- 
mands particular attention. 
Puerto Rim* is an illuminating book 
which contains a fund of valuable informa- 
tion about the Island's history, culture, 
industry, education, government, climate, 
hotels and transportation, as well as ex- 
tensive tours of the principal points of in- 
terest. Each point on the various tours is 
described in an informative manner so that 
the reader can decide for himself whether 
he would care to see it. One of the book's 
most attractive features is its photographs 
which, though taken with an eye to draw- 
ing the tourist, are none the less de- 
scriptive. 
Of interest to the librarian is a good bib- 
liography for Puerto Rico, a short chronol- 
ogy of the Island's history and a wealth 
of who's who among its past and present 
builders, heroes and villains, information 
rather difficult to find under one cover for 
ready reference. 
The W.P.A. has already established a 
reputation for accurate, useful and enter- 
taining work in the field of expanded guidc 
books. The book, Puerto Rim, offers further 
proof of this Project's ability to provide 
at one and the same time an informative: 
HE chief virtues of An Atlas of World 
evrew* are its timeliness and its handy T, 
form. It is a convenient desk atlas of 160 
line maps which cover a wide range of 
subjects and places. It is more than a po- 
litical atlas of current events, for i t  pro- 
vides economic, linguistic, racial, and 
some historical background for the head- 
lines of today. 
Each group of maps is accompanied by a 
short explanatory note. The maps have 
been simplified as much as possible and 
are for the most part clear and easy to use, 
although some of the world and hem- 
isphere maps suffer from the condensation 
necessary to keep them down to the small 
size of the atlas. There is a combined index 
for the maps and text. 
Special librarians using the book for 
informational purposes will perhaps wish 
for more indication of dates and sources of 
figures, but otherwise this would seem to 
be an ideal atlas to have at your elbow 
when reading the newspaper. I t  is a quick 
reference tool and should be most useful 
for readers who cannot easily consult 
more complicated maps in large or special- 
ized collections. The author is a member 
of the Department of Geography of the 
University of Michigan. J. M. 
Library Workers,t one of aseries of Picture 
Fact Books recently published by Harper, 
will be of interest to special librarians as 
.An Ada' of K ' d d  Hr"i#rn, by Clifford H. MlcFnddrn. 
P u n r .  Rim, by the Puerro Rico Rcconr t~c t ion  Adminirtn- New York, Thorn.. Y. Cro.dl Co. l'19301. 
lion in rmpcr=tioo u k h  the Writcn. Froimr of the Works Pro& t tibrbrry Workm, by Alice V. Keliher. Fdhor olP~rrvre Fscts 
rcu Admi~isrnrion. N. Y., Unircrsiry Soricry Inc.. 1940. 402 D, Asacaccr. N. Y.. Harper. 1940. 56 D. 
well as those in public library work. Pic- 
ture Fact Books are designed to meet vo- 
cational interests of junior high school 
students and to be used as supplementary 
texts in the social science curriculum. The 
pictures form an integral part of the text 
and hold the reader's attention. 
Last spring Special Libraries Association 
cooperated with a staff worker from Pic- 
ture Fact Books in furnishing data for the 
pages on special libraries and special li- 
brary work. Among the different types of 
special libraries mentioned is that of the 
Council of Foreign Relations, of which 
Ruth Savord, a past President of SLA, 
is librarian. 
Special Libraries Association is listed 
as the place to write for information about 
training and library work in special fields. 
Most special librarians will agree with 
che following quotation from Library 
Workers: "The special library field has 
grown considerably in recent years. How 
rapidly i t  continues to develop will de- 
pend largely upon the librarians who enter 
the field - their enthusiasm, imagination, 
and usefulness. Sometimes an industry or 
other organization needs to be shown the 
value of such service and a librarian can 
thus build an important place for himself." 
AT ALL youth walked down the corri- dor of an ofice building in one of 
our larger cities, glancing inquiringly at 
the numbers on the doors. At last he paused 
before one that bore the inscription: 
NAVY RECRUITING OFFICE 
The opening lines of the timely book, 
The Fleet Today,* give a reliable clue to the 
swift narrative style in which it is written. 
Through the person of the recruit the 
reader is enlisted in the navy as apprentice 
seaman at $21.00 a month and sent to a 
naval training station. From there he is 
-The P!"'irrL T"doy, by Kendrll E m n i n ~ .  lllurrrrlcd will> 
official U. S. N a v y  Phompraphr. N. Y . .  Funk b W~snallr. 1940. 
116 p. 
graduated to service aboard a 45,000-ton 
battleship. But the reader is less circum- 
scribed than the real seaman for, vicari- 
ously, at least, he sees service in every 
branch of the navy, from the "Pig Boats," 
as the submarines are called, to the dive 
bombers that operate from the big aircraft 
carriers. 
The book has the approval of the Chief 
of Naval Operations. Mr. Banning has done 
an exceptionally fine job of presenting a 
detailed, informative picture of the U. S. 
Navy, statistics and all, in a manner that is 
always interesting and which at times is 
breath-takingly exciting or hilariously 
amusing. H. L. H. 
R. W. C. PHILLIPS, the author of M Adventuring for Dansocracy,' is a social 
philosopher, a social scientist and a social 
engineer. Ever since he graduated from 
Harvard he has pursued the idea of the 
good society. He is the son of a clergyman 
and is married to the daughter of an edu- 
cator. With his wife he has struggled 
for his concept of democracy for over 
two decades, many times being down to 
his last cent. Mr. Phillips' Social Unit 
Plan, here unfolded in detail, has called 
forth this comment from John Dewey: "I 
know of no idea or plan of greater promise 
for a right development of our social- 
economic conditions here in America than 
the Social Unit Plan." 
The author was aided in his experiment 
in Cincinnati by Miss Mary Hicks, a former 
librarian, who joined his staff. He expects 
the Social Unit Plan to be effective in Na- 
tional Defense since the greatest enemy of 
our institutions is loss of faith in the demo- 
cratic way of living. Those who are inter- 
ested in preserving democracy should ac- 
quaint themselves with this plan whether 
or not they agree with Mr. Phillips in 
entirety. 
Rdo#niuring for Demorrory, by Wilhur C. Phillip$, with ao 
infrducrinn by Wesky C hl<cihcll. N. Y., S o c d  Umr Press, 
1940. 380 D. 
Chapter News 
- ~p~ 
I l l inois Chapter  
Recently several members of the SLA from the 
Illinois area participated in the program of the 
Illinois Library Association's 44th Annual Confer- 
ence which was held in Chicago. Harriet M. Skagh, 
Illinois State Library, acted as chairman of theRefer- 
ence and Loan Section; Erheldred Abbot, Ryerron and 
Bumham Libraries, and Carl B. Roden, Chicago 
Public Libiary, took part in a Symposium on "What 
we have and have not; possibilities in library coapera- 
tian"; Selma Lindem, Presbyterian Hospital, talked 
before the Small Libraries Section; Nell Steele, Illinois 
Institute of Technology, was chairman of the College 
and University Secrion, and Helene H. Rogers, ~ 4 s -  
sirtant Stare Librarian, spoke at a General Session. 
Publications 
- - 
Latin American Index 
A long-felt need for m index to books and pam- 
phlets of l a t i o  America has been taken care of by the 
publication of Indo: ro L t i n  Amcrirm B o o b  1918, 
edited by Dr. Raul d ' E p  and published by the Inter- 
American Book Exchange, Washington, D. C. 
This index brings together all the information 
available regarding the printed ourput, except for 
periodicals, of the twenty Latin American countties 
and Puerto Rico. The chief source of information was 
the National libraries of the various countries. L a m  
i t  was checked in rhe Library of Congress and the 
Columbus Memorial Library of rhe Pan Americao 
Union. The volume contains 10,WO titles, and is a 
highly useful library tool. 
Library Survey 
Recently an inreresring survey of 44 libraries within 
their own membership was conducted by the National 
Ofice Management Association. The replies co the 
questionnaire were listed under many subjects, among 
them type and size, space, number of books, responsi- 
bility, cosrr and library personnel. This report on 
company libraries brings out some interesting informa- 
tion, but the number of libraries covered is small to 
give a rhorough cross section of company libraries. 
Foreign Direcrory 
Recently the Goadyear Company of Brazil prepared 
n Portuguese-English md English-Portuguese GLmary 
of thr Tire m d  Rubbrr I n d u w .  A few copies of this are 
still available and will be sent, one ro a library, while 
the supply lasts. Send requests to W. N. Saver, Li- 
brarian, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam- 
bridge, Mass. 
BUILD YOUR O W N  RETIREMENT 
INCOME WITH 
T h e  P e n n  M u t u a l  Life 
I n s u r a n c e  C o m p a n y  
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SCIENTIFIC PERIODICALS 
All kinds. Ineluding 
CHEMICAL, MEDICAL,TECHNICAL, 
ENGINEERING, INDUSTRIAL 
Magazin. S~scialist7 All Subiectr Slnce 1887. Kindly 
Place the Name of Our Comwnv ~n Your Film for 
Rsfermce. 
B. L O G I N  & SON, INC. 
ElIabl1th.d 1887 
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MARVALUX PERIODICAL 
BINDERS 
for PAMPHLETS, REPORTS, Etc. 
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V I T A L  S P E E C H E S  
Should  b e  o n  file i n  your  l ibrary beesuse i t  is 
the only  publication i n  a n  essential field. 
vital Sueeches prints in full the imuortant addresses 
S a d  for free sample copy or secure one on your 
nmvsdond. 15 cedr  a c a m .  $3.00 a year. In 
mir ing,  mention "Special Libraries." 
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A Guide to the Island of Boriqukn 
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part of the country. 
This service is free. 
The American Librarians' Agency 
WINDSOR, CONNECnCUT 
To W o r k  or Not t o  W o r k  
The booklet, Sbould Married Womn Work?, by Ruth 
Shdlcross, recently issued by the Public Affaairr Com- 
mirtee, Inc., is a condensation of a srudy on chis sub- 
ject which was made by the National Federation of 
Businesr and Prolessional Women's Clubs, Inc. The 
survey showed rhat most women worked because of 
economic need rather than to carry an a career. In spite 
of the findings of this survey, the opposition ra the 
employment of married women seems to be increasing. 
This is a timely presentation of a current economic 
Occupational  T r e n d s  
A series of leaflets on occuparional trends and em- 
ployment opportunities is being published by Occu- 
pational Index, Inc., New York University. Each 
leaflet gives the opinions of personnel officers, place- 
menr direcror~, officers of trade, professional and 
labor organizations and directors of rraining institu- 
tions. So far the series covers aircraft manufacture. 
Diesel engines, beauty culture, printing and air candi- 
riming and refrigeration. 
H o w  t o  Rearm 
Just now when the problems of rhe rearmament pro- 
gram are being discussed on all sides, i t  is fortunate ro 
discovers brief digest of the many economic arguments 
pro and con a1 this subject. I t  is just this rhat you will 
find in Economh Policy for Rcamnnmnt, by Albert Gai- 
lord Hart. It is one of the series of pamphlets issued by 
the University of Chicago Press m d  is based on dis- 
cussions of chis question of policy by a number of 
~ a n o m i s t s  m d  students of idministiation this part 
summer. 
W a r  Economics 
The National Industrial Conference Board, New 
York, is publishing a series of pamphlets called 
Srvdirr in tht Eronorniu of Nnriond Defmrr. 
Books  for Tired Eyes 
Thc American Library Association has recently 
issued the third edition of Boob for TindEyrr, compiled 
Minneapolis Public Library. All [he books l&d arc 
printed in type ar least of 12 paint m d  arc well spzccd 
and clearly printed. This list represents a variety of 
readable books, careidly chosen, wirh section8 of 
fiction and nonfiction lor both adults and children. 
W a r  Aids 
Soon the War Deparrment will issue pamphlets ad- 
vising Americm communities on such subjects at air 
raid warnings, shelters, first aid and defense against 
air attack. While these publicarionr are ro be dis- 
tributed to local authorities on request, 111 s p c i d  
libraries should request copier for filing purports. 
News Briefs 
Toledo  Aids the  Businessman 
In Toltdo Burinrrr for November, there ir a most in- 
teresting account of rhe new Business Service Depart- 
ment which has been added recently to rhe Toledo 
Public Library. The Business Service Librarian, Fred 
E. Buescher, enumerares the many valuable secuiies, 
directories and business publications which are 
available to answer rhe questions of businessmen. 
H o n o r  Ro l l  
It is a pleasure to report to you that the judges far 
the Wilson Publicicy Honor Roll have included Phoc- 
nix Mutual Life Insurance Library among those cited 
for outstandingpublicity during 1939, considering their 
leaflets descriptive of the Library and its service tor 
the field force of the Company especially effective. 
Libraries i n  Miniature 
Several of the Chapter Bulletins have added as a 
special feature this year a brief write-up of a special 
library within its awn membership. We are listing 
several for your atrention: 
PM's Librory by Richard Giovine in the N m  York 
. . 
Chngrrr A'wr for October, 1940. 
Lihnry of rbr Nstioionat Oii Producr~ Co. in the N u  Jmry 
Choprer BnNctin lor October, 1940. 
Imponat ions  
The library of Edinboro State Teachers' College in 
northeastern Pendsylvaoia has added to  its collection 
a group of foreign publications and plarea collected 
in France snd Italy, which were shipped from France 
one week before i t  crumbled. Many of the volumes arc 
portfolios of rare plates covering archaeology, archi- 
tecrurc, costume design, techniques and media, design, 
dccantians, crafts and history. 
I n  Lighter Vein 
A refreshine storv comes to us from California. 
pplement to Mallett's 
Index to Artists 
18,000 New Names $8.50 
MALLETT'S INDEX, now an accepted 
tool in all art and reference libraries, was 
uuhliahed in 1935 and contained 27.000 
nsmee of artisra from earlieat timee ta dato. 
This Supplement include8 18,000 addi- 
tional names aod addream of psinters, 
sculptors, illustrator., engravers, etchers. 
esrieaturiats and eartoonista. Most of the 
names in this Supplement are of arfiats of 
our own time bur over a thousand are from 
csrlier eenfllries whom five years of further 
research have brought to light. 
Name sf artist - His field of work 
Notionoliry - Date "f birth and (?) death 
Ploce of birth - Present addma 
This volwne also contains records of the 
death of 580 srtiats whose names appeared 
in the 1935 Indez and a new feature. a liet I ( of 200 Early American Silversmiths. I 
R. R. BOWKER CO. . New York 
LIBRAR' 
BINDER 
1 1 1  WILLIAM 
BRAUNSTEIN 
& SON, Inc. " ,  Recently two srrangerr stayed through half of zn 
SLA Meeting before they realized they were in the 
wrong room! This proves the meeting must have k e n  245 SEVENTH AVENUE 
interestingl N E W  Y O R K  C I T Y  
Prize Winne r  Plus  
If you long to join the growing throng of aviators. 
a recent news item from Middletown, Conn., tells you 
just how their librarian, Mrs. Bernice 0. Rissell, 
turned the trick. It seems caw. for all she did was to 
, , ~. 
complete an advertising slogan and - won a $ 1 . 4 ~  
plane, with lessons rhrown in! But this librarian surely 
ESTABLISHED IN 1902 
knows how to use her facts for profit, far she h a  woo LATEST PERFECT 
over eighty prizes, among them radios, vacuum WORKMANSHIP 
cleaners and cash. 
DBCEMBER, 1940 
MINIMUM OF TIME AND COST 
BINDING PROBLEM? 
Here's Your BEST Solution 
Have your sick and shabby books 
rebuilt into strong beautiful vol- 
umes. . . . Using the finest ma- 
terials, our skilled craftsmeu have 
been setting the pace for over 
forty years. 
Try us . . . he convinced. 
-
" The Best Costs No More" 
DESS & TALAN CO., Ine. 
Librury Binders 
217 E.  144 S t .  New York, N. Y.  
Publicity 
Fore 
Announcement has been made of a project requested 
by the executive office of the President of the United 
States, which will be undertaken by the American 
Chemical Society and directed by E. M. Billings of 
the Ensrman Kodak Company. The project is a 
census of all chemists and chemical engineers in 
the U. S. and specialized war services they are prepared 
to 
Erratum 
We are sorry, but an error war made in rhe officers 
of the Biological Sciences Group in the list of SLA 
Group Oficerr for 1940-41 an page 409 of SPEEIAL I- 
a u m e s  for November. The ViccChninnan of this 
group is Mrs. Katherine Tobias Murphy, Department 
of Health, State of Connecticut, Hartford, Conn. 
(Cnr rurd  frea P'p 112) 
ers the period from July 1939 to June 1940. 
I t  contains U. S. Government papers, 
various phases of foreign relations, neu- 
trality, defense trade, and international 
organizations. This volume is well docu- 
mented and a particular feature is the index 
which covers not only Volume 2 but 
Volume 1. Some statistical information is 
also carried. 
In a particularly fortunate position are 
the business libraries that were well enough 
organized in 1917 to have the various war- 
time data released during the last World 
War - particularly the studies of prices 
by the War Industries Board, the releases 
of the Priorities Committee and the regula- 
tions and journal of the War Trade Board. 
These form a valuable background for what 
may be done in this present emergency as 
compared with what was done under simi- 
lar situations during the last war. 
So i t  can be seen from the foregoing that 
the librarian as usual must be ahead of the 
game by finding new sources of information 
and keeping up on all the new activities 
occasioned by the national defense pro- 
gram, and merging these new data with 
existing reference material to help business 
men meet new conditions and solve new 
problems thrust upon them by an active 
defense program. 
Books of 1939 
American History and Fine Arts 
HAROLD F. NUTZHOFLN 
The N m  York Hirtorird Society, New York C i t ~  
EARLY AMERICAN LAND COMPANIES; THEIR 
INFUENCE ON CORPORATE DEVEUIPMENT, 
by Shaw Livermore. (Publications of Foundation far 
Research io Legal History, Columbia Univ. School 
of Law.) Commonwealth Fund, N. Y. 1939. 357 p. 
$3.50. 
While primarily from the legal standpoint, never- 
theless the study is an excellent one on the forerunners 
of the modern business corporation in America. 
THE OHIO COMPANY OF VIRGINIA AND THE 
WESTWARD MOVEMENT, 1748-1792, by Keoneth 
P. Bailey. The Arthur H. Clark Co., Glendale, CaI. 
1939. 374 D. $6.WJ. 
An elucidating chapter in, and contribution to, the 
history of the colonial fronrier. 
THE RISE OF AMERICAN NAVAL POWER, 1776- 
1918, by Harold and Margaret Sprout. Princeton Uoir. 
Press, Princeton, N. J. 1939. 405 p. $3.75. 
T h i ~ ,  the first of three books to be published oa the 
subject, depicts the history of the United States Navy 
from 1776 ro 1918, picturing the years ofgrowth ofrhe 
navy, up to  the time of the World War when European 
nxdonr finally recognized its superiority. 
CASEBOOK IN AMERICAN BUSINESS HISTORY, 
by Norman Srort Brien Gras m d  Henrietta Melia 
Larmn. Crofts, N. Y. 1939. 773 p. $5.00. 
A casebook comprising 43 cases in the history of 
businns administration taken from American experi- 
ence. 
AMERICA IN MIDPASSAGE, by Charles A. and 
Mary R. Beard. Macmillan, N. Y. 1939. 977 p. $3.50. 
The third volume of the authors' R i r c  of ,4m~&m 
Civili€alion; i t  is a comprehensive and interpretative 
mrvey of the political, economic, social m d  cultural 
history of the United States from 1928 to  1938. 
THE DUTCH COUNTRY; FOLKS AND TREAS- 
URES IN THE RED HILLS OF PENNSYLVANIA. 
by Cornelius Weygandt. AppletonCentury, N. Y. 
1939- 372 p. $4.00. 
Anecdotes and descriptions of the h~b i r s  and cus- 
toms, arts and crafts, daily life and characteristics 
of rhe Pennsylvania Dutch. 
THE RISE OFTHE NEW YORK PORT, 1815-1860, 
by Robert Greenhdgh Albion and Jennie Barnes Pope. 
Scribner, N. Y. 1939. 499 D. $3.75. 
A history of New York port doting the significant 
years from 1815 to 1860 when New York dehnirely 
EDITOR'S NOTE - This is one of a &er of evaluative 
book lirrr compiled hy mrmberr of the Muwum Group. 
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Edited by C. F.  Twnay and L. E.  C .  Hughes 
e& far every kind df special library. $5.03 
THE INDUSTRIALIZATION 
OF JAPAN AND MANCHUKUO 
1930-1940 
Editad by E. B. Srbumpsnr 
An important, up-to-the-minute analysis of 
Japan's economy, the industrial developments 
that have made ossible a change in her strate- 
gic position, an: the effecr of rhese changes on 
American policies. $733 
THE BATTLESHIELD OF 
THE REPUBLIC 
An expertreveals the need for drastic changes 
m our rhlnrrr). wrrcm, and prrrcncr 3 +n Lr 
an immeJme 2nd rhon,uqll reurpmlzarion ut 
our army 'n a ruorc r h c &  barlr. 61.10 
DEFENSE FOR AMERICA 
Edited by William Allan W'bim 
Brief articles by fourteen rominent Amai- 
cans, ce~ealitlg the falhcy o?~rolarionism. 
$1.00 
AMERICAS TO THE SOUTH 
By Jobn T. Whirakar 
.i conclre lnllyris or tile S w r h  Arnnncnn 
counrrrcr ruday, 1 . w  tar Fsrcirr 
has rucwr~ed.  md what  rhc L ! o t r e & ~ ~ : ~ %  
do about it. $2.50 
WHAT'S DEMOCRACY 
TO YOU? 
By Jassph Gollomb 
A hmdboak for ever" citizen, presenting the 
meaning oi democracy in vivid and concrere 
terms. $1.75 
THE MACMILLAN CO. 
New York 
drew ahead of its rivals and established irsclf as the 
I S T E C H E R T  1 L I B R A R Y  9 S E R V I C E  
has won recognition for its 
reliability 
NOT ONLY FOR BOOK 
SELLING - BUT ALSO 
FOR BOOK BUYING 
f 
STECHERT'S are always in the 
market to purchase complete sets 
or long runs of scientific journals 
and periodicals - domestic as 
well as foreign. 
Complete libraries of books also 
wanted. 
Send in your list of duplicate 
material and sets no 
f longer needed 
1 STECHERT SERVICE 
Combined Shipments - Fewer Invoices 
Lerr Detail in Ordering 
G. E. STECHERT 
& COMPANY 
Booksellers 
31 East Wfh Street 
NEW YORK 
chief American scaoort and meuopolis. 
SALTS OF THE SOUND; a story'of steamboating on 
Long Island Sound from 1815 to the present, by Roger 
~ i l l i a m a  McAdam. Stephen Daye Press, Brattleboro. 
Vt. 1939. 274 p. $3.75. 
A chapter in American marine history, the story of 
the r ta lwzr  caprains who have contributed greatly 
to the importance and glory of the Sound route. 
GEORGE CROGHAN'S JOURNAL OF HIS TRIP 
TO DETROIT IN 1767, by Howard H. Peckham. 
Uniu. of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1939. 
68 p. $1.25. 
Source material for a study of the history of the old 
Northwest and che old Northwest Indians. 
JEDIDIAH MORSE, A CHAMPlON OF NEW 
ENGLAND ORTHODOXY, by James King Morse. 
(Columbia studies in American culture, no. 2.) Co- 
lumbia Univ. Press, 1939. 188 p. $2.50. 
The mind and career of Jedidiah Morse is presented 
in this study which mirrors a confused period in 
American church history. 
COVERED WAGON DAYS; a journey across the 
plains in the sixties, and pioneer days in the North- 
west; lrom the private journals of AlbertJeiome Dick- 
son, edited by Arthur Jerome Dickson. A. H. Clark. 
Glcndalc, Cal. 1939. 287 p. $6.W. 
THE DISPOSITION OF LOYALlST ESTATES IN 
THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF  THE STATE OF 
NEW YORK, by Harry B. Yoshpe. Columbia Univ. 
Press, N. Y. 226 p. $2.75. 
An inrere~ting phase of rbe redistribution of wealth 
during and after the American Revolution is brought 
our in chis stud" of lovzlist estates. 
PIGWACKET;'~~. 1, o ld  Indian days in the valley of 
the Sam. bv Georee Hill Evans. Conwq, N. H. His- 
- ' " 
nrical  SOC. 1939. 150 p. $1.50. 
An account of ancient timer in the Pigwxket 
valley. 
LINCOLN AND THE CIVIL WAR, IN THE DIA- 
RlES AND LETTERS OF JOHN HAY, edited by 
Tyler Dennett. Dodd, Mead, N. Y. 1939. 360 p. $4.M. 
The letters and personal journal notes of John Hzy 
who war private secretary to Abraham Lincoln during 
the Civil War; these throw light on the President,on 
the Civil War. and on early Reconrtrucrian politics. 
THE AWAKENING OF AMERICA, by ~ i c t o ;    ran cis 
Calverton. John Day, N. Y. 486 p. $3.75. 
The author attemprs to interpret the lives of the 
American people in terms of rheir diverse interests 
and to trace the evalurion of rherc in political and 
social form. This brings the study up to about 1750. 
WOMEN ANDTHE REVOLUTION, by Ethel Edirh 
Mannin. Dutron, N. Y. 1939. 314 p. $3.00. 
Poruaits of women of all narionalities, from the 
18th cenrury to thepresenr who have beenoutstanding 
in rheir struggle far progress through socialrevalution. 
THE HUDSON, by Carl Lamson Carmer. F a r m  & 
Rineharr, N. Y. 1939. 446 p. $250. 
The history and folklore of the Hudson and n 
description of the people who have lived and worked 
along the River from early colonial days to the present. 
JOHN HANSON OF MLJLBERRY GROVE, by J. 
Bruce Kremer. A. & C. Bani, N. Y. 1939.188 p. $2.50. 
The life of an early Maryland patriot and status- 
man, one-time presideor of the Cootioeotd Gngress. 
THE ROMANCE OF AMERICAN TRANSPORTA- 
TION, by Franklin Mering Reck. Crowell, N. Y. 
1939. 253 p. $2.50. 
An account of how America has traveled, from the 
early days of the Republic down to the present. 
Genealogy 
HEADS OF FAMILIES AT THE SECOND CENSUS 
OF THE UNITED STATES TAKEN IN THE YEAR 
1802, VERMONT. Vr. Historical Soc., Montpelier. 
1939. 23 p. $5.W. 
The first printing of this Vermont census ever to 
eppear.The names of heads of families are given, ta- 
gerher with the number ol  dependents, arranged by 
town and counry. The whole is indexed. 
Fine Ans 
HISTORIC QUILTS, by Florence Peta. American 
Historical Co., Inc.. N. Y. 229 D. 53.50. 
by Ernest M. Cwrier. Southworrh-Anthoenseo Press. 
1939. 197 p. $16.50. 
With notes an silver, spoon types and list of New 
York City silversmiths, 1815-1841, a study of silver- 
smirhing and hallmarks in the United Stares. 
RICHARD UPJOHN, ARCHITECT AND CHURCH- 
MAN, by Evecard M. Upjohn. Columbia Univ. Press, 
N. Y. 1939. 260 p. $4.00. 
The life and work of Richard Upjahn, outstanding 
American architecr of the mid-19th cenrurv. is ore- 
LIFE OF CHARLES WILSON PEALE, by Charles 
Coleman Sellers. Feather & Good, Hrbron, Conn. 
1939. 309 p. 57.50. 
A biography of an early American artist. 
AMERICA'S OLD MASTERS; FIRST ARTISTS OF 
THE NEW WORLD, by James Thomas Flexoer. 
Viking Press, N. Y. 1939. 332 p. $3.75. 
The lives of four famous artists who rose to fame 
during the years 1738 and 1755 are used to portray 
the beginnings of American art. These artists are 
Benjamin West, John Singleton Copley, Charles Will- 
son Pede and Gilbert Smart. 
SOME HISTORIC HOUSES; THEIR BUILDERS 
AND THEIR PLACES 1N HISTORY, edited by Joho 
C. Firzpatrick. Macmillan, N. Y. 1939. 170 p. 54.W. 
Historic sketcher of twenty picturesque colonial 
buildings scarcered over rhe United States either 
owned or cared far by rhe Colonial Dames. 
UP-TO-DATE BOOKS FOR 
TECHNICAL LIBRARIES 
WHO'S W H O  IN RAILROADING 
Biographical sketches of 5,300 railway offisiale. 
supply company 0ffiee.s. memhere of regulatory 
oommiasiona, rro.. of North Amerioa. 1940. 
loth. 716 pages. 6 x 9. buckcam. $7.50. 
CAR BUILDERS' CYCLOPEDIA 
Since 1879 recognieed as the standard authority 
on American built rolling stock. Contains a new 
acotion on Car Shops. 1940. 15th. 1,400 pagea. 
3.000 illus.. 9 r 12. buckram. $5.00; leather. 
$7.00. 
MASTERING M O M E N T U M  
Theory end practice of train braking, thor- 
oughly explained by S. I. Sillcox, Yioe-President 
of the New York Air Brake Company. 1940.275 
pages, 130 ilhs.. 6 x 9. cloth. $2.50. 
Marine . . . 
PRACTICAL SHELL DEVELOPING 
Latest practire in mold loft methods in steel 
shipyards, by Adam F. Tulin, expert loftaman. 
1938. 154 pagea. 152 drawings. 6 r 9. elotb. 
$3.00. 
RIVETING A N D  ARC WELDING 
Riveted aud arc welded joints in %hip cooatrue- 
tion, eonaidered from the standpoint of design. 
by Commander H. E. Rossell. (CC), U.S.N. 
1934. 210 pages, 45 drawiogs, 5 r 7%. eloth. 
$2.25. 
MARINE ELECTRIC POWER 
An elementerr explanstion of &etricity and 
electrical equipment used on ahipbosrd. By 
Captain Q. B. Newman. Engineer-in-Chief 
(Retired), U.S.C.G. 1937. 160 pagra, 149 illaa.. 
5% x 8%. 010th. $2.00. 
Building . . . 
CARPENTRY A N D  JOINERY WORK 
1940. 3rd. 286 pages. 600 illua.. 9 r 12. cloth. 
$3.00. 
Book Department 
S I M M O N S - B O A R D M A N  
PUBLISHING CORPORATION 
30 Church Street New York, N. Y. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION - 1940-41 
MAGAZINE 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
A complete, efficient Magazine service 
for all Libraries. 
Send us a copy of your list for quotation. 
Place your list with a recognized Li- 
brary Agency. 
Have you a copy of our Librarians' 
Guide? The 1940-41 edition is now 
ready. Free on request. 
Plan to  visit us when you come to  the 
A.L.A. meeting in Boston in June of 
1941. See the details of placing your 
subscriptions. 
Also odd numbers of magazines, vol- 
umes or complete sets supplied from our 
stack of over a million magazines. 
F. W. FAXON COMPANY 
83-91 Francis Street 
Back Bay, Boston, Mass. 
Expert 
HAND BOOK BINDERS 
Finely bound books in leather or cloth. 
Special bindings and repair work. 
"Leather Nova" conditioner restores, 
lubricates and cleanses. 8 oz. $1.00. 
Write for illustraled literature 
EGGELING BOOK BINDERY 
31 East 10th Street New York 
STuwesont S-3083 
Accuracy Sped r Quality 
0 Pandick J ress, 9nc. 
FINANCIAL CORPORATION LAW AND COMMERCIAL 
PRINTING 
22 THAMES STREET, NEW YORK 
Telephone REdor 2-3447 
A. C PANDICK, Manager 
Day and Night Service 
ADVENTURING FOR DEMOCRACY 
by WILBUR C. PHILLIPS 
". . . exciting from atart to finish."- John Dewey 
"If your faith in democracy, your trust in the people, is in 
danger of weakening, read the hook by all means." - 
Social Work Today. 
"The autobiography of an irfealiat who has come down to 
earth in two American cities to prove that health can be 
made a human as well as a medical and nursing problem; 
that democracy can he put into a neighborhood as well 
ae into the ballot box." - Mrhucl M .  Davis, Chairman, 
Cornrniuw on Rewwch in Medical Economics. 
"American to the core . . . certainly democratic . . . 
p i t e  above the ordinary, whether fiction or non-fiction." 
- The Christian Centwry. 
386 Pages Cloth Bound $3 Papcr Round $1.50 
Library Discount 25% 
Introdt~ction by Wesley C. Mitchell, Director, National Bureau of Economic Research 
SOCIAL UNIT PRESS, 118 East 28 St., New York 
LIBRARY BINDERS AND BOOKSELLERS 
NEWARK,  N E W  JERSEY Branch Officet 
74 Oraton Street 580 Fifth Avenue, New York 
RADEMAEKERS LIBRARY AND SCHOOL BINDINGS have won univer- 
sal recognition because of durabiliry and attractive appearance. 
THE BINDERY IS OLD: the binding methods are NEW, uptodate, prac- 
tical. 
Prompt service is a special ry. 
Prices, samples, trained representatives, await the summons of the librarians. 
SPECIAL SERVICE for Magazine Bindings 
We are prepared to supply our trade, at cost, with almost any back numbered 
issue of Technical Magazines or Trade Journals. 



























= - ABDERHALDEN: Handbuch der biologischen Arbeitsmethoden: complete 
 







= ABDERHALDEN: IIandbuch der bioehemischen Arbeitsmethoden: cam- 
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 BERICHTE DER DEUTSCHEN CHEMISCHEN GESELLSCHAFT: complete set, 








BEILSTEIN: Handbuch der organischen Chemie: 3rd ed., complete set with = 
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= - CELLULOSECHEMIE: VO~B. 1-12, complete, bound - 
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= - IIOUBEN-WEYI.: Methoden der organischen Chemie: 2nd ed. (1921/24), s 









JAHRBUCH DER ORGANISCHEN CIIEMIE, BY JULIUS SCHMIDT: complete s  
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= TIIOMS: llandbuch der praktischen wissenschaftlichen Pharmazie: 
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- WANTED: second-hand BACK NOS. (whole year) of 1939 & 1940 = 
 -
- of all American and Foreign SCIENTIFIC (chemical, engineering, 
 
- medical, physical, etc.) JOURNALS bought for CASH or on "trade in" 
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A Bibliographic Classification 
Extended b y  Systematic Auxiliary Schedules for 
Composite Specification and Notation 
H E N R Y  EVELYN BLISS 
In Four Volumes. Vol. I ;  Introduction, Anferior Tables, 
Systematic Schedules, and Classes A-G 
Publication of A Bibliographic Clas- 
a@mtion marks the culmination of thirty 
years untiring stndy and experience by 
Henry Evelyn Blies in producing a more 
scientific and elastic classification syatem. 
Intereat of catalogers and achokrs in 
the clasdfication system originated by 
Mr. Blias was first aroused in 1929 by 
publioation of his book TI= Organization 
o j  Knowledge and the System of the Sci- 
a c e s .  Additional attention and wider 
interest resulted from the publication of 
The Orgonimtion of Knowledge and the 
Shied  Approach to Books in 1933, and 
A System o j  Bibliographic Classification 
in 1936. 
"Classifiers are agreed that to he thor- 
oughly effective a bibliographic olassifica- 
tion must show the interrelations of 
subjects and should therefore he based on 
scientific order inherent in the fields of 
knowledge. A classification that is not 
based on the organized system of science 
cannot be permanent. . . . The system 
(Bliss) is wmprehensive, and its notation 
extremely well apportioned and conse- 
quently economical. It is both logical and 
practical, and I sincerely believe that it 
marks a distinct advance on any yet 
propounded." John L. Hohbs, The Li- 
brary Associadon Remrd. 
Volume I of the wmpleted project, a 
book of 615 pages, opens with an intro- 
duction of 118 pages which states clearly 
the principles, considers the relation of 
subjects and shows how to apply the 
classifications and notations. Part two 
consists of the schedules and table8 for 
the entire system, and of Classcs 1-9 
and A-G, Philosophy, Mathematice and 
the Sciences and Technologies closely 
related to them. Pan three is an index 
which locates more than 15,000 specific 
subjects. Volumes 2 and 3 will contain 
the rest of the classification, and Volume 
4 will be the index to the whole work. 
For all who are confronted with re- 
classification problems, the necessity for 
knowing and considering the Bliss Sys- 
tem is obvious. The need is almost as 
great for those who have an active inter- 
eat in any phase of the classification of 
knowledge, since the Index to special 
subjects indudes complete geographical 
and linguistic specifications for all rele- 
vant purposes. 
For specimen page and more detailed description, write 
THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY 11 950 University Avenue * New York City 
